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The patented VECTOR SL™ 600 WATT ACTIVE GUITAR SUBWOOFER was developed in collaboration with one of the
greatest and most prolific guitarists of our era: Steve Lukather. Because of a long-standing relationship with Buck Waller
of ISP Technologies, Luke came to Buck with his desire to see a guitar subwoofer that would work with any guitar system.
Based on specific inputs from Lukather, ISP engineers have designed the perfect complement for any guitar setup: the
VECTOR SL. Years of experience in designing the highest performance Active Sound Reinforcement cabinets has allowed
ISP Technologies engineers to develop the ultimate active guitar subwoofer. The VECTOR SL incorporates ISP’s patented
D-CAT™ power amplifier technology with greater than 600 Watts of RMS power. Connect the output of any guitar head to
the VECTOR SL and plug in your favorite speaker cabinet and your supercharged VECTOR SL system is ready to ROCK.
The subwoofer level is adjustable via the sub level control on the back of the VECTOR SL cabinet. The internal 600 WATT
RMS active 15 inch subwoofer delivers more deep, low end punch than any other guitar subwoofer cabinet available. The
VECTOR SL subwoofer extends your bottom end all the way down to 45Hz delivering enough low end bass to match the
frequency response of any 7-string guitar.
Tune down as far as you want and the VECTOR SL continues to perform. To all this performance add three-way
power amplifier protection and you have the most reliable active guitar subwoofer system ever made. The VECTOR SL’s
internal D-CAT amplifier has global thermal protection, thermal protection built in the power transformer, and an on
board distortion limiter circuit to eliminate the possibility of feeding square waves to the woofer. This means that,
as long and hard as you drive the VECTOR SL, even to its maximum limits, you never have to worry about failures.
VECTOR SL ACTIVE GUITAR SUBWOOFER SPECIFICATIONS:
● Subwoofer Power Amplifier: Internal 600 Watt RMS D-CAT Head ● Subwoofer Level Control ● Protection: Global
Thermal Power Amplifier Protection / Power Transformer Thermal Protection ● Crossover Inpedance Selection: 4 ohm, 8
ohm, 16 ohm ● Maximum SPL: 128dB ● Typical Power Line Consumption: 4-amps / 6-amps Peak ● Dimensions: 30” W
X 20” H X 18.5” D ● Weight: 90 lbs. ● Side Mount Castors
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THETA PRO DSP™

2016

THETA PRO DSPTM
Fully programmable, with a DSP software implementation of the ISP Technologies Theta Preamp, provide the Theta Pro super high gain and
zero aliasing typical in other digital preamps. The available processing power provides additional enhancement for the Decimator Time Vector
Processing algorithm for silky smooth sustained note decay and super fast staccato tracking. The Theta Pro has a full pre distort tone section
with adjustable bass and bass corner frequency, two full parametric swept mid bands plus treble with an adjustable corner frequency. Select
Vintage or THETA preamp, add SAG if you’re looking for dynamic feel, and then adjust post distort tone with another full complement of EQ
including adjustable bass, bass corner frequency, two full parametric swept mid bands plus treble again with an adjustable corner frequency.
The Vintage preamp lets you dial in any of the classic sounds you would like to add to your sound library. The Theta Pro DSP has stereo outputs
for your stage rig, letting you drive a power amp and typical guitar cabinets, plus balanced XLR outputs with selectable TRUE SPEAKER™
digital guitar speaker cabinet and a headphone output also with TRUE SPEAKER. ISP’s ground breaking TRUE SPEAKER is a departure
from typical speaker simulated outputs, which provide a simple filter response. ISP’s TRUE SPEAKER provides convolved speaker outputs
providing the actual time domain and frequency response aspects of vintage speakers including adjustable microphone placement. With TRUE
SPEAKER, the Theta Pro DSP is the ultimate direct recording guitar system with the total realism of several different styles of guitar speaker
cabinets and a microphone. TRUE SPEAKER captures the sonic magic of a classic guitar cabinet transduced in air with a microphone in from
of the cabinet. Previous attempts to provide a speaker simulated output simply did not duplicate an actual guitar cabinet recorded with a microphone. Also included is a library of studio quality 32 bit floating point digital effects including wha wha, compressor, multistage stereo phaser,
stereo flanger, four voice chorus, 1300 millisecond delay and a stunning studio reverb with multiple selectable parameters. Instant access to
your effects allows you to switch your individual effects on or off within any of your programmed and stored presets plus a MIDI dump / load
for archiving your data. Rear panel inputs for an external expression pedal map able to countless parameters for on the fly control is also included plus a dedicated input for volume pedal. The Theta Pro DSP provides triple encoders for easy programmability plus 224 user programmable
presets for user sound library storage and also includes a SONG mode with 124 songs to arrange your patches into songs in live performances.

Specifications
Input Impedence
Input Level Trim
Maximum Input Signal
Noise Floor
Dynamic Range
MAX Preamp Gain / Digital
THD / Clean Mode
Decimator / MAX Noise Red
Compression / Maximum
Frequency Response
Headphone Output Level
Stage Outputs / MAX Level
Direct XLR Outputs
Dimensions
Weight
Direct Output Connection
Power
NOTE:0dbu = .775 VRMS

THETA PRO DSPTM
470K OHM
21.5db / input level -8dbu to +13.5dbu
+13.5dbu
- 110dbu A WTD
123db A WTD
125db
.002%
80db
22db
20Hz – 20KHz = +0 / -.5db
MIN -95dbu / MAX 0dbu / +6dbu BOOST ON
+12dbu / +15dbu with BOOST ON
Max Level +20dbu / Global Trim -12db
17” W x 3.4” H x 9” D
6.12 lbs
Balanced XLR
9VAC RMS / 1.5 AMPS
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PEDALS

DECIMATOR II™					

DECIMATOR II™

The Decimator II™ now includes a LINK IN and LINK OUT which
allows two pedals to be linked via a common 1/8 inch Tip/Sleeve or Tip/
Ring/Sleeve phone cord. This allows both pedals noise reduction signal
processing circuit to track the direct instrument input. The big advantage
with direct instrument tracking is that the player can switch from a high gain
setting to clean and never have to adjust the threshold of the noise reduction.
With two Decimator II™ pedals linked the guitarist will get similar performance to that available in our professional Decimator ProRack G™ system
but in pedal form. This will now allow players to use one block of Decimator™ between the guitar and input of the amplifier, a second in the effects loop,
use dual preamps in a system with a Decimator II™ after each pre-amp, or
implement true stereo noise reduction systems using this link connection.
Using the LINK function between two pedals allows multiple options. The
guitarist can also use a Decimator G String II™ at the front end of the
system and build a true stereo noise reduction system by linking with the
standard
Decimator II™ pedal. This allows two totally independent channels of
Decimator Noise Reduction, with separate inputs and outputs, to be inserted
after a stereo Pre-amp or connected in a stereo guitar rig.

Specifications
Input Impedance:
Maximum Input Level:
Effective Noise Reduction:
Dynamic Range:
Total Harmonic Distortion:
Power consumption:
Release response:
External Power:

DECIMATOR II™

500K ohms
+12dbu
greater than 80db
greater than 100db
.05% typical
35mA @9VDC
Program dependant
based on Time Vector Processing.
External 9 Volt DC adapter jack

DECIMATOR II G-STRING™

DECIMATOR II G-STRING™

The Decimator II™ G String noise reduction pedal is the second generation of the Decimator™ Noise reduction configured with a separate input
and output for the Direct guitar signal and separate input and output for the
Decimator noise reduction. The Decimator™ II G String Noise Reduction
pedal was designed for those who want the ultimate performance from a
noise reduction pedal. The G String Pedal tracks the signal directly from
the guitar, which allows you to switch from clean to high gain with flawless
tracking and without a need to readjust the Decimator™ threshold. The
new design allows connection of the processing channel of the Decimator™ to be inserted into your effects loop or alternately allows the guitarist
to set up a loop to insert any gain pedals or a guitar preamp. A 1/8 phone
cord is used to engage the linkingfunction which allows you to link two
Decimators™ for two independent channels of noise reduction. You can
also use one Decimator G String II™ and one Decimator II™ pedal to
create a true stereo setup. The link function allows both pedals to directly
track the instrument providing the tracking performance of our professional
Decimator ProRack G™.

DECIMATOR II G-STRING ™
500K ohms
+12dbu
greater than 80db
greater than 100db
.05% typical
35mA @9VDC
Program dependant
based on Time Vector Processing.
External 9 Volt DC adapter jack
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-Pre-Distort Preamp usable for overdrive of Distortion circuit or for clean tone shaping / overdrive
-Incredible tone shaping with Pre-Distort tone includes Bass, Mid Level, Mid sweep from 300 to 3KHz
-and Treble
-THETA Distortion circuit with post distort Bass, Mid Level, Mid Sweep from 300 to 3KHz and Treble
-Highest gain Distortion available anywhere, greater than 160dB of gain using Distortion and
-Pre-Distort Preamp overdrive
-Decimator G-string II noise reduction built in for absolute silent operation and greater than 80dB NR
-Footswitch selectable dual Gain1 / Gain2 settings
-+/-15volt internal operation for professional headroom and sonic clarity
-Dynamic Saturation Modulation circuit emulates a saturated tube amp with tube rectifier
-Externally controllable switching of all footswitch functions for control via MIDI control function

THETA™ PREAMP PEDAL

The ISP Technologies THETA™ PREAMP PEDAL brings the full performance of the High Gain section of the THETA™ amplifier and THETA™
Rack-mount Preamp down to a foot pedal based Preamplifier pedal. The THETA™ PREAMP PEDAL includes a full Pre-Distort Preamplifier,
THETA™ High Gain Distortion Stage and to keep things quiet, a full implementation of the award winning Decimator G-string II™ circuit. The
Preamplifier section includes controls for Gain, Bass, Midrange boost/cut Level and Midrange Sweep from 300 to 3KHz, Treble and Preamp Level.
The Preamp section can be used stand-alone for clean tone shaping and/or used to overdrive the front of the THETA™ High Gain distortion stage. The
Distortion controls include footswichable Gain 1 and Gain 2 for selection of a crunch and over the top gain, Bass Midrange boost/cut Level, Midrange
Sweep from 300 to 3KHz, Treble and output level. The Decimator G-String II™ circuit has a Decimator Threshold control and provides the full Time Vector
Processing™ circuit with the latest Decimator improvements of Linearized release response, which improves the smoothness of the release response of the
Decimator. Another incredible feature we added is Dynamic Saturation Modulation, which emulates the spongy modulated dynamics of a full throttle tube
amplifier with a vintage tube rectifier power section. While subtle, this adds yet another dimension to the THETA™ performance. The trademark sound of
the THETA™ amplifier series is over the top gain and sustain with over 160db of gain on tap and incredible tone shaping flexibility. The front end Preamplifier can be used to over-drive the input section of the THETA™ distortion circuit with mind blowing amounts of gain and pre-distort tone shaping. The
only way we can provide this level of gain is due to the inclusion of the on-board Decimator G-String II™ circuit, which tracks the envelope of the input
signal and provides greater than 80db of noise reduction. The THETA™ PREAMP PEDAL is a true professional guitar Preamplifier with an internal +/-15
volt power supply providing more than 3 times the headroom of a typical 9 volt pedal. This amount of headroom is required for proper tone shaping and a
higher level of performance than would otherwise be possible with a standard 9 volt power supply. Add to all of these features dual remote control jacks,
which allow all of the THETA™ PREAMP PEDAL switch functions to be controlled via MIDI control functions or simple switch closure, and you have
one powerhouse Guitar Preamplifier. The THETA™ distortion circuit is in a class of its own with better sensitivity, response and tone than any other guitar
preamplifier. The discerning player knows how much better you can play when the response between their fingers and their ears becomes magic. That is the
definable level of performance that the THETA™ provides

Specifications
Input Impedance:						
Maximum Gain Preamp+ Distort:					
Treble Control / Preamp:						
Treble Control / Distort:
					
Bass Control / Preamp:						
Bass Control / Distort:						
Mid Sweep Frequency / Preamp:					
Mid Sweep Frequency / Distort:					
Mid Boost/ Cut Range / Preamp:					
Mid Boost/ Cut Range / Distort:					
Decimator Effective Noise Reduction:					
Dimensions: 						
Weight:							
Power:
						

THETA™ PREAMP PEDAL
5000k ohms
Greater then 150db
+/- 15 db at 10 KHz
+/- 15 db at 10 KHz
+/- 15 db at 80 Hz
+/- 15 db at 80 Hz
300 Hz to 6 KHz
300 Hz to 6 KHz
+/- 12db
+/- 12db
Greater than 80 db
7” x 5”x 1.9”
2.2 lbs
9VAC External Adaptor
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BETA BASS™ PREAMP PEDAL

BETA BASSTM PREAMP PEDAL

BETA BASSTM PREAMP PEDAL
ISP Technologies Beta Bass Preamp Pedal™ brings a truly professional bass guitar preamplifier to the floor. The Beta Bass™
Pedal was designed using an external 9 volt AC adaptor, which is internally multiplied to provide a +/-15 volt power supply
for a professional full 30 volt signal swing. The Beta Bass Preamp Pedal includes a boost/cut Bass control, dual semi-parametric mid band EQ with sweep-able frequency and a boost/cut treble control. Also included on board is ISP’s Time Vector™ based compression for silky smooth compression and a phase manipulation exciter. The phase manipulation exciter
allows additional tone shaping and enhancement not possible with standard EQ and adds that POP to cut through the mix.
Add to this a split band Bass distortion circuit, the world famous Decimator Noise Reduction, with tracking improvements
designed for the bass guitar, to keep things quiet, plus an XLR direct output for connection to a mixer and you have one amazing floor pedal Bass Guitar preamplifier. The Beta Bass Preamp Pedal distortion circuit is designed to allow a mix between
the full range clean bass signal and the Bass Distortion circuit allowing you to keep that Bass warmth when using Distortion.
The Beta Bass Preamp Pedal is designed to provide the ultimate Bass Guitar Tone for any playing style from Jazz to Metal.

Specifications

Input Impedance
Maximum Input Level
Maximum Output Level
Bass Treble Cut Boost Level
Mid1 parametric frequency range
Mid2 parametric frequency range
Compression Section
Decimator Noise Reduction
Power Requirements
Max Current Draw
Dimensions
Weight

BETA BASSTM PREAMP PEDAL
500K ohms
+20dbu typical
+20dbu typical
+/- 15db
60Hz-1kHz
200Hz-6kHz
Based on Time Vector Processing adaptive response auto makeup gain
Greater than 80db
9V AC 1500mA power adaptor
865mA
7” x 5” x 1.9”
2.2lbs
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STEALTH™ PRO POWER AMP

STEALTH™ PRO POWER AMP
The STEALTH™ PRO POWER AMPLIFIER is based on ISP Technologies new patent pending “Power Factor” and “Dynamic Adaptive Amplifier
Technology” and is the only power amplifier technology capable of delivering this level of output power with a 19 volt DC power pack.
The STEALTH™ is the first True Professional, high power floor mount guitar power amplifier delivering performance on par with the best guitar amplifiers
of the day.The STEALTH™ is based on ISP Technologies new patent pending “Power Factor” and “Dynamic Adaptive Amplifier Technology” and is the
only power amplifier technology capable of delivering this level of output power with a 19 volt DC power pack. The STEALTH™ core amplifier is based
on an analog class A/B design for excellent sonic and saturated clipping performance, not found with Class D power amplifiers and will exceed the stringent
tone characteristics of the professional guitarist. The STEALTH™ can be used for high SPL gigs and professional stage use. The STEALTH™ is powered
from an external 19 volt DC switch-mode power adaptor like that used with a laptop but will deliver a TRUE 180 watts RMS continuous output power into
an 8 ohm speaker cabinet and greater than 120 volts bridged output voltage swing. The STEALTH™ can also be used as a stereo 2 x 80 watt amplifier @
4 ohms. The STEALTH™ can power a single 4 x 12 cabinet with incredible SPL volume level output or will power two cabinets in a true stereo rig. This
incredible small package will deliver more power to a speaker than the typical 100 watt guitar amplifier and will easily interface with any guitar floor system or high performance pedal board. The STEALTH™ with 180 watts of power weighs in at only 1.2 pounds, adding new meaning to light weight guitar
systems. The STEALTH™ also delivers amazing efficiency and it includes internal protection against shorts, open circuits and wrong impedance loads. An
internal “power on/off” output control circuit provides pop free operation for turn on and turn off. The STEALTH’s small package size of 9 inches long, 4
inches wide and 2 inches tall allows it to fit with any floor mounted pedal rig.

Specifications

Input Impedence:
Output Power Mono:

Output Power Bridged:
Input Sensitivity / MAX Output:
Maximum Input Signal:
Voltage Gain:
Noise Floor:
Dynamic Range:
Distortion:
Frequency Response:
Input Power:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Protection:

STEALTH™ PRO POWER AMP
500k
4Ω=75WRMS@1% THD/ 90WRMS@10%
8Ω=45WRMS@1% THD / 60WRMS@10%
8Ω=140WRMS@1% THD / 175WRMS@10%
16Ω=80WRMS@1% THD/ 106WRMS@ 10%
-3dBu / .56vrms
+17dBu
30dB Stereo / 36dB Mono Bridged
-75dBu
102db A WTD
@10dBu output=.02% Full Output=.1%
20Hz – 20KHz = +0 / -.5dB
187mA @idle 7.8A full power @8Ω Bridged
9” W x 2” H x 4” D
1.2 LBS
Auto shutdown / Output shorts or low load impedance. Protected for open
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DECIMATOR PRORACK G™

DECIMATOR PRO G RACK – STEREO MOD VERSION™

DECIMATOR PRORACK™

ISP Technologies presents the latest generation in high performance Noise
Reduction technology, the the Decimator™ Pro Rack dual channel noise
reductions system.
From the original inventors of the HUSH® noise reduction comes the latest,
most advanced, patent pending, state of the art technology in real time noise
reduction. The Decimator offers a revolutionary breakthrough in Noise
Reduction processing with an unparalleled level of performance. The
HUSH system, as well as all other noise reduction systems suffers from
one major problem inherent in their design: The system cannot be
immediately responsive to both very short-term staccato notes and long slowly decaying signals. The typical downward expander noise reduction system
suffers from a dead zone in the release response characteristic, which causes
a compromise in tracking both fast decaying notes and long sustained notes.

DECIMATOR PRORACK G™

ISP raises the bar on ultimate guitar performance with the new, novel patent
pending Decimator™ ProRackG. The Decimator ProRackG™ guitar noise
reduction system defines a new standard for excellence in real time noise
reduction performance. The Decimator ProRackG™ was designed to provide the maximum possible performance in a rack mount dual channel noise
reduction. system designed specifically for extremely high gain guitar
amplifiers.

Specifications DECIMATOR PRORACK™
Input Impedance:
Output Impedance:
Maximum Input Level:
Dynamic Range:
Effective Noise Reduction:
Power Consumption:
THD:
Dimensions:
Weight:

470KOHM
Less than 1KOHM
+20dbu
greater than 118db Typical
greater than 80db
900mA
Less Than .05%
1.75” H x 19” W x 7” D
8 lbs.

DECIMATOR PRORACK G STEREO MOD ™

This version of the Pro Rack G™ is a custom version for rack designers.
This system provides connections that require the guitar to be plugged into
the line input jack (1) and the input of the amplifier to be plugged into the line
output jack (2). This will allow the Decimator™ to track your guitar signal
more accurately and with more precision. Channels 1 and 2 are both available
to provide noise reduction for 2 separate effects loops or stereo channels.
1. Line input jack – this ¼ mono jack provides the high impedance input for
connection to your guitar.
2. Line output jack – this ¼ mono jack provides output to a selected amplified speaker system.
ISP raises the bar on ultimate guitar performance with the new, novel patent
pending Decimator™ ProRackG. The Decimator ProRackG™ guitar noise
reduction system defines a new standard for excellence in real time noise
reduction performance. The Decimator ProRackG™ was designed to
provide the maximum possible performance in a rack mount dual channel noise
reduction system designed specifically for extremely high gain guitar
amplifiers.

DECIMATOR PRORACK G™
470KOHM
Less than 1KOHM
+20dbu
greater than 118db Typical
greater than 80db
900mA
Less Than .05%
1.75” H x 19” W x 7” D
8 lbs.

DECIMATOR PRO G RACK
STEREO MOD VERSION™
470KOHM
Less than 1KOHM
+20dbu
greater than 118db Typical
greater than 80db
900mA
Less Than .05%
1.75” H x 19” W x 7” D
8 lbs.
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THETA COMBO™

THETA HEAD™

THETA COMBO™

The THETA™ is the first amplifier to incorporate “Dynamic Saturation
Modulation™”, which delivers the actual feel of a saturated tube power
amplifier. The THETA™ also packs a huge punch; the internal D-CAT™
power amplifier delivers more than 300 watts RMS into a 4-ohm load and
150 watts into an 8-ohm load. The D-CAT™ is a patented super high current
power amplifier technology capable of driving a .5-ohm load. This means
that the D-CAT™ amplifier delivers better transient response and punch than
any other amplifier technology.

The THETA COMBO is the first combo amplifier to incorporate “Dynamic
Saturation Modulation™”, which delivers the actual feel of a saturated tube
power amplifier. The THETA COMBO also packs a huge punch; the internal
D-CAT™ power amplifier delivers 100 watts RMS into a 12-inch Celestion
guitar speaker and 300 watts into a second 12-inch, high excursion woofer.
The D-CAT™ is a patented super high current power amplifier technology
capable of driving a 0.5-ohm load. This means that the D-CAT amplifier delivers
better transient response and punch than any other amplifier technology.

The THETA HEADTM offers a unique approach to the guitar amplifier,
providing two selectable input pre-distort preamplifiers. Using the THETA
head is like having two low-noise, extremely high quality preamp pedals
at the input of the amplifier. Each front-end pre-amp has gain, bass, mid
level, mid sweep and treble which provides amazing pre-distort tone
shaping. The amplifiers’ “Clean” and “Distort” circuits have the same post
distort tone shaping. Tone beyond your wildest dreams! No other amplifier,
Tube, Solid State or Digital even comes close to the sonic flexibility of the
THETA™. The Clean channel has additional tone shaping with the inclusion
of a Presence control providing more than 20db of high frequency boost. You
want gain? The THETA™ literally has more gain available than any amplifier ever produced with greater than 140db of gain and you can control it and
make it useable only because we’ve included dual independent full-featured
Decimator™ Noise Reduction systems.

The THETA COMBOTM provides two selectable input pre-distort preamplifiers. Using the THETA COMBO™ is like having two low-noise, extremely high
quality preamp pedals at the input of the amplifier. Each front-end
pre-amp has gain, bass, mid level and mid sweep which provides amazing
pre-distort tone shaping. The amplifiers’ “Clean” and “Distort” circuits
have the same post distort tone shaping. Tone beyond your wildest dreams!
No other amplifier, Tube, Solid State or Digital even comes close to the
sonic flexibility of the THETA. The Clean channel has additional tone
shaping with the inclusion of a Presence control providing more than 20db
of high frequency boost. You want gain? The THETA literally has more
gain available than any amplifier ever produced with greater than 150db
of gain and you can control it and make it useable only because we’ve
included dual independent full-featured Decimator Noise Reduction
systems.

400 Watt RMS, 2-channel Combo. 12″ Celeston, 12″ Large
Excursion Neo Woofer. Available with the Vector 212 Active
Extension Cabinet that connects into the Combo Amp for twice the output.

Specifications

Input Impedance:
Maximum Gain in Distortion channel:
Treble Control /Preamp 1 and 2:
Treble Control /Clean and Distort:
Bass Control /Preamp 1 and 2:
Bass Control /Clean and Distort:
Mid Sweep Frequency /Preamps:
Mid Sweep Frequency /Channels:
Mid Boost/Cut Range /Preamps:
Mid Boost/Cut Range /Channels:
Presence Range (Clean Channel):
Decimator Effective Noise Reduction:
Digital Reverb bandwidth:
D-CAT amplifier output power:
D-CAT amplifier protection:
Boost Level:
Direct recording output level:
THETA footswitch cable:
THETA power consumption:
Fuse Slo Blo:
Dimensions:
Weight:

THETA HEAD™

500k ohms
Greater than 140db
+/-15db at 10Khz
+/-15db at 10Khz
+/-15db at 80Hz
+/-15db at 80Hz
300Hz to 6KHz
300Hz to 6KHz
+/-12db
+/-12db
-0db to +18db
Greater than 80db
18Khz
150watts @ 8 ohms/300watts @ 4ohms
Thermal shutdown/short circuit protect
Variable 0db to +10db
-20dbu typical
15 pin D-Sub
4 amps peak / 2 amps typical
4 amp-120 volt / 2 amp-220 volt
29” x 11.75” x 9”
40lbs

S
pecifications
Power:

Bass Control /Preamp 1 and 2:
Bass Control /Clean and Distort:
Mid Sweep Frequency /Preamps:
Mid Sweep Frequency /Channels:
Mid Boost/Cut Range /Preamps:
Mid Boost/Cut Range /Channels:
Presence Range (Clean Channel):
Decimator Effective Noise Reduction:
Speakers:
Dimensions:
Weight:

THETA COMBO™

400 watt RMS
+/-15db at 80Hz
+/-15db at 80Hz
300Hz to 6KHz
300Hz to 6KHz
+/-12db
+/-12db
-0db to +18db
Greater than 80db
12” Celestion (100 watts), 12”
large excursion neo
woofer (300 watts)
29.9” W x 19.9” H x 14.1” D
70lbs.
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GUITAR CABINETS

VECTOR 210™				

G112™				

VECTOR 210™

The Vector 210™ is a powered 400 watt RMS active subwoofer with dual
10 inch woofers. The Vector 210™ has a rear panel switch for input level
selection and is designed to connect to the speaker output of a guitar
amplifier, connect to a line level output jack or connect to a line level loop
send signal of a guitar amplifier. The Vector 210™ includes internal limiting
to avoid overdriving the subwoofer and provide bulletproof performance.
The VECTOR 210™ has the same footprint as the new G112™ guitar cabinet for convenient stacking of the two cabinet. Now even small compact
guitar rigs can deliver incredible amounts of earth shaking bass for the live
guitar rig. Tuned to extend the bass impact of the guitar rig an additional 2
octaves the VECTOR 210™ will add that missing dimension to the guitar
players rig.

GX 4X12ST™

GX 4X12ST™

The GX4x12ST. This precision guitar tuned 4×12 straight cabinet can
handle tons of power. With up to 300 watts total RMS power at an 8-ohm
load, it’s enough to knock any player back a few steps. The cabinet features
four G12T-75 Celestion speakers that give these cabinets a smooth tone
that is an undeniable thing of beauty. The GX4x12 has tear drop handles
for comfortable lifting and heavy duty metal casters for easy portability.
Constructed from rock solid multi-layer Baltic Birch plywood, and sprayed
with an extremely durable rubberized polyurethane finish, these cabinets are
as tough and durable as you need them to be. Hook one of these monsters up
to a 300-watt ISP Theta™ head to maximize the GX4x12’s output and get
the performance you’ve been waiting for!
300 watt 4×12 straight front guitar cabinet with custom ISP British style
speakers.

G112™

The G112TM is ISP Technologies answer to a small compact guitar rig
designed to be driven from a STEALTHTM floor mount amplifier or any other
power amplifier. The G112™ is a tuned, ported cabinet for excellent response.
The cabinet is sprayed with a durable polyurethane textured finish and also
features a 7 degree front slant for stage applications.
Single 12 inch Vintage sound Celestion G75T 75 watt guitar speaker
7 degree front slant works great for stage applications
Tuned to extend the bass impact of the guitar rig, the VECTOR 210 features
400 watt amplifier.

Specifications
D-CAT amplifier output power:
D-CAT amplifier protection:
Frequency response:
Maximum SPL:
Fuse Slo Blo:
Dimensions:
Weight:

VECTOR210™
400watts RMS
Thermal shutdown, limiter protect
45Hz – 130Hz +/-3dB
128dB
5 amp-120 volt / 2.5 amp-220 volt
20H x 19W x 14.25D
55 lbs

Specifications
Dimensions:
Weight:
Watts:
Speakers:
OHMS:
Dimensions:
Weight

G112™

GX 4X12ST™

20″ W x 19″ H x 14″ D
31 lbs.
75 watts RMS
G12T 75 Celestion
8 OHMS
19H x 19W x 14.25D
30 lbs

230″ W x 30″ H x 14.5″ D
95 lbs.
300 watt total RMS power
G12T-75 Celestion
8 OHMS
30.50H x 29.75W x 14.25D
85 lbs
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VECTOR

VECTOR FSTM

VECTOR Full SpectrumTM

The ISP Technologies Vector FS™ is a Full Spectrum Audio Guitar cabinet
/monitor designed for use with today’s digital guitar processors that incorporate a Speaker Simulated output. The Vector FS provides a powered
400 watt full spectrum audio cabinet with frequency response from 50hz to
20khz. With the Vector FS™ the guitarist can hear exactly the same signal
that is coming from the Front of House sound system on stage. The Vector
FS has two separate inputs so the players can feed the speaker simulated
output to one input and mix a second monitor signal from FOH eliminating
the need for a second stage monitor speaker. The Vector FS can be used on
the floor as a monitor or placed on a pole for vertical mount applications
and includes a selectable response for either floor or pole mount applications. When used as a floor monitor, the Vector FS has a 40 degree tilt
angle.
The tuned Vector FS cabinet is based on a high performance 12 inch Neo
woofer with a demodulation ring for improved midrange clarity and lower
distortion. Other cabinet’s speakers tend to distort at the higher level SPL,
but ours won’t as we are using a high performance professional speaker.
Also, a 1 x 1.75 inch poly diaphragm high frequency compression driver on
a 60 x 80 advanced waveguide is incorporated for accurate HF response.

VECTOR Active Guitar Cabinet™		
			

VECTOR Active Guitar Cabinet™

The THETA VECTOR ACTIVE GUITAR SYSTEMTM is the highest performance guitar system ever produced. The most powerful: 1100 WATTS RMS
total power, the most flexible tone: dual amplifiers and dual front end predistort preamplifiers, the most gain: more than 140db, the most low end: 800
WATTS with dual active subwoofers, and the quietest with dual Decimator
Noise Reduction Systems.
The patent pending VECTOR ACTIVE GUITAR CABINET has bass on tap,
designed as the perfect complement with maximum performance when used
with the THETA HEADTM. Years of experience in designing the highest
performance Active Sound Reinforcement cabinets has allowed ISP Technologies engineers to develop the ultimate Active guitar cabinet.
2×12 with 15-inch active 400 Watt RMS subwoofer. This can be used with any
head, but optimized for use with the THETATM Preamplifier. Casters
included for convenient transportation

All of the components are powered by a dual channel, 400 watt ISP Technologies patented D-CATTM power amplifier that has been precision tuned
and equalized for flat, Full Spectrum Audio. The Vector FS can deliver up
to 126db SPL peak output level for even the most demanding stage performance. While the Vector FS is the perfect partner of the ISP Technologies
Theta Pro DSPTM floor guitar system, it will function flawlessly with other
guitar systems.

Specifications
Power:
Speakers:
Woofer:
Response:
Dimensions:
Weight:

VECTOR FS™
400watts RMS
12” Faital Neo Woofer, 1.75”Celestion
Compression Driver
12 inch Neo Woofer
50 Hz - 20kHz
22”H X 18”W X 14.5”D
60 lbs.

VECTOR ACTIVE
GUITAR CABINET™
400watts RMS
2 Celestion G12T75
15 inch large excursion woofer
50 Hz - 12 KHz
30″ W x 30.75″ H x 16.5″ D
120 lbs.
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Vector 112TM

The concept of the
the Vector SL guitar
user-friendly operation.
ally feel the power of

Vector 212TM

Vector 112™

Vector 112™ continues the tradition of
subwoofer in terms of easy hook-up and
Just plug in and play. You can literthe Vector 112′s low-end rattle your bones.

Connect your head or combo amplifier speaker output direct to the
Vector 112 input. The input signal is high-pass filtered and fed to
the external output jack to connect your external 4×12 or combo
amplifier speakers. This removes the deep bass from your guitar speakers
that are not designed for this kind of deep bass and cone excursion and
allows the mids and highs to remain more focused and defined. The
input signal is then low pass filtered and fed to the patented,
internal D-CATTM power amplifier to drive the 12–inch Neo woofer.
The Vector 112 delivers all the deep bass you’re been looking for and
will even satisfy the bottom end for drop tuning and Baritone guitarists
yet the high’s from your external cabinet remain focused and accurate.

Vector 212™

The ISP Technologies Vector 212TM is an active two channel
guitar amplification system with a 100 watt guitar amplifier channel
delivering power to a G12T-75 Celestion guitar speaker and a second
channel delivering 300 watts RMS to an internal tuned 12 inch subwoofer.
By adding the active 400-watt VECTOR 212 extension cabinet you
literally double the available power of the THETATM Combo system to 800
watts RMS. The VECTOR 212TM connects to the extension output of the
THETATM combo and includes the same 12-inch Celestion guitar speaker and 12 inch high excursion woofer for that incredible deep low-end.
Vector 212 Active Extension Cabinet designed for the Theta Combo Amp for
twice the output.

The Vector 112 is constructed out of rugged Baltic Birch plywood
with an extremely durable rubberized polyurethane finish. You
can add the Vector 112 to your guitar rig at an amazing low price!

Specifications
VECTOR 112™
Power:
Speakers:
Woofer:
Response:
Dimensions:
Weight:

400 watt RMS
N/A
12 inch woofer
50Hz to 130Hz (-3dB)
30″ W x 19.25″ H x 14″ D
60 lbs

VECTOR 212™
100 watts RMS-Celestion / 300 watts Woofer
12 inch celestion (100 watts)
12 inch large excursion neo woofer (300 watts)
50Hz - 12KHz
30″ W x 20″ H x 14″ D
65 lbs.
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VECTOR SL™

The VECTOR SLTM incorporates ISP’s patent pending D-CATTM power
amplifier technology with greater than 600 watts of RMS power. Connect
the output of any guitar head to the VECTOR SLTM and plug in your favorite
speaker cabinet and your supercharged Lukather VECTOR SLTM system
is ready to ROCK. The subwoofer level is adjustable via the sub level
control on the back of the VECTOR SLTM cabinet. The internal 600-WATT RMS
Active 15-inch subwoofer delivers more deep, low end punch than any other
guitar subwoofer cabinet available. The VECTOR SL subwoofer extends
your bottom end all the way down to 45Hz delivering enough low-end
bass to match the frequency response of any 7-string guitar. Tune down
as far as you want and the VECTOR SL continues to perform. To all this
performance add three-way power amplifier protection and you have the
most reliable active guitar subwoofer system ever made.
The VECTOR SL’s internal D-CATTM amplifier has global thermal protection,

Specifications
Subwoofer Level Range:
Limiter Attenuation Range:
D-CAT Amplifier Output Power:
D-CAT Amplifier Pretection:
Vector SL Power Consumption:
Fuse Slo Bio:
Dimensions:
Weight:

2016

VECTOR SL™

20 db
22db
600 watts RMS
Thermal shutdown, Limiter protect
6 amp peak / 3 amps typical
5 amp-120volt / 3 amp -220 volt
20”L x 30” W x 18.5 D
92 lbs

BASS VECTOR 210™

thermal protection built in the power transformer, and an on board
distortion limiter circuit to eliminate the possibility of feeding square waves
to the woofer. This means that, as long and hard as you drive the VECTOR
SL, even to its maximum limits, you never have to worry about failures.

BASS VECTOR 210™

The BASS VECTOR 210TM is a full-range Powered Bass Guitar cabinet
with an internal 400 watt power amplifier and dual 10 inch bass speakers.
The BASS VECTOR 210 is designed to interface with a line level output
like the Beta Bass Pre-Amplifier. The BASS VECTOR 210 was designed to
deliver incredibly warm natural tone for the Bass Guitar. ISP Technologies
has taken a different approach to the modern bass guitar system. Combining
the low frequency extension of a full range speaker with an on-board 400
watt power amplifier.

Specifications
D-CAT amplifier output power
D-CAT amplifier protection
Frequency response
Speakers
Tweeter
Maximum SPL
Fuse Slo Blo
Dimensions
Weight

THETA PreAmp™

BASS VECTOR 210™

400watts RMS
Thermal shutdown, limiter protect
40Hz – 18kHz +/-3dB
Dual 10 inch 200 watts RMS per speaker
3- 3/8 Bullet Tweeter 80 watts RMS
130dB
5 amp-120 volt / 2.5 amp-230 volt
20H x 19W x 14.25D
55 lbs

BETA BASS PreAmp™

THETA PreAmp™

.

The THETATM Preamplifier offers a unique approach to the guitarist,
providing two selectable input pre-distort preamplifiers. Using the
THETATM preamp is like having two low-noise, extremely high quality
preamp pedals at the input of the amplifier. Each front-end pre-amp has
gain, bass, mid level, mid sweep and treble which provides amazing
pre-distort tone shaping. The amplifiers’ “Clean” and “Distort” circuits have
the same post distort tone shaping. Tone beyond your wildest dreams! No
other amplifier, Tube, Solid State or Digital even comes close to the sonic
flexibility of the THETATM

BETA BASS PreAmp™

Specifications

Specifications

Input Impedance:
Maximum Input Level:
Maximum Output Level:
Bass Treble Cut Boost Level:
Low/Mid parametric frequency range:
High/Mid parametric frequency
range:
Compression Section:
Decimator Noise Reduction:
Power Requirements:
Current Draw:
Dimensions:

THETA PreAmp™
400 watt RMS
+/-15db at 80Hz
+/-15db at 80Hz
300Hz to 6KHz
300Hz to 6KHz
+/-12db
+/-12db
-0db to +18db
Greater than 80db
45Hz at (-10dB)
19” W x 3.5” H x 8” D
4 lbs

The Beta Bass Preamplifier offers the professional bassist the highest level of performance that only ISP Technologies can provide. By
incorporating our patented Time Vector Processing, the compression
circuitry becomes the most adaptive to be used in a bass processor as it
allows the Beta to truly track the signal of the notes played. Add in the
patented Decimator Noise ReductionTM Technology, and you have
the only bass processor on the market with built in noise protection!

Power:
Bass Control /Preamp 1 and 2:
Bass Control /Clean and Distort:
Mid Sweep Frequency /Preamps:
Mid Sweep Frequency /Channels:
Mid Boost/Cut Range /Preamps:
Mid Boost/Cut Range /Channels:
Presence Range (Clean Channel):
Decimator Effective Noise Reduction:
Response:
Dimensions:

BETA BASS PreAmp™

500K ohms
+20dbu typical
+20dbu typical
+/- 15db
60Hz-1kHz
200Hz-6kHz
Based on Time Vector Processing adaptive response auto makeup gain
Greater than 80db
9V AC 1000ma
865mA
19” x 6” x 1¾”
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“Absolutely genius! The Theta PreAmp Pedal has all the gain you could possibly want with zero noise. Well done,
ISP!”

Jason Hook, Five Finger Death Punch

“The Beta Bass PreAmp Pedal put my global touring into a suitcase. I can rock an arena or stadium with a tone that
fits into my suitcase!”

David Ellefson, Megadeth Bassist

“These subs make havin’ cabs on stage worth something again, yes!!!!! Monitors? What monitors?”

Stephen Carpenter of the Deftones
For the Vector SL guitar subwoofers

“The ISP Decimator is the most effective noise/buzz/hum reduction I’ve ever used. Either as a rack mount unit, or in
pedal format, it has never failed me. I highly recommend it for everyone.”

Billy Sheehan, The Winery Dogs, Mr. Big

“Standing in front of the ISP Vector SL guitar sub-woofer is like having a hurricane blowing you forward! The sound
makes even a small amp HUGE! A must for anyone who likes low tunings and it fattens up even clean jazz tones as well
and is VERY easy to work for the standard tuning cats as well! I have used it all over my solo record “Ever Changing
Times” so you can hear the fat tones the way i used them. It’s up to the individual to experiment and find his or her “sweet
spot” and adjust to your own taste. Go check it out ASAP!”

Steve Lukather

“The Decimator is by far the best noise reduction system on the market! I’ve tried everything out there and even retired
my Hush Super-C rackmount. It’s transparent and doesn’t dissolve notes like most gates do. I couldn’t be happier with
the Decimator. So Happy I bought two!!”

Michael Sweet

“I’ve had the pleasure of using the ISP Technologies products for a few years after discovering the original Decimator
noise reduction pedal. It seems like the Decimator is present in almost every guitar player’s rig around the world these
days. There is a good reason for that. I believe the new Theta preamp pedal deserves the same fate as the Decimator.
The Theta pedal sounds exactly the same as the original Theta head, But this time much more compact so you can
have a huge tone placed in your pedal board for the first time ever.. Not to mention the Decimator is built in the Theta
pedal! This way your pedal board won’t need too many other additions and will keep a strong and clean signal.. When
I was recently touring in support of Yngwie Malmsteen, I was running the new Theta pedal into the Stealth poweramp to have a huge tone which I was relaxed knowing will work perfectly every night without any issues. I was able to
dial a perfect tone within seconds! I got compliments about my tone from guitar players everywhere I went. That says
something considering the fact people listened to this rig right before Yngwie took the stage. Not only the Theta is my
favorite tone but if compared to distortion pedals, this is the best pedal ever made period! Every guitar player owes it to
himself or herself to try the new Theta pedal and the rest of the ISPTechnologies high end made in the USAguitar products.”

Ethan Brosh
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ISP Technologies LLC
5479 Perry Drive #B,
Waterford, MI. 48329
Telephone: (248) 673-7790
E-mail:sales@isptechnologies.com

All products may be covered under one or more of the following patents with other US and foregin patents pending
8,224,001 7,957,546 7,532,730 7,035,413 6,944,305 6,931,134 6,831,514 6,091,013

